Phase behavior and viscoelastic properties of trisilanolcyclohexyl-POSS at the air/water interface.
A trisilanol polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS), trisilanolcyclohexyl-POSS (TCyP), has recently been reported to undergo a series of phase transitions from traditional Langmuir monolayers to unique rodlike hydrophobic aggregates in multilayer films that are different from "collapsed" morphologies seen in other systems at the air/water interface. This paper focuses on the phase transitions and morphology of films varying in average thickness from monolayers to trilayers and the corresponding viscoelastic properties of trisilanolcyclohexyl-POSS molecules at the air/water interface by means of surface pressure-area per molecule (Pi-A) isotherms, Brewster angle microscopy (BAM), and interfacial stress rheometry (ISR) measurements. The morphology studies by BAM reveal that the TCyP monolayer can collapse into different 3D structures by homogeneous or heterogeneous nucleation mechanisms. For homogeneous nucleation, analysis by Vollhardt et al.'s nucleation and growth model reveals that TCyP collapse is consistent with instantaneous nucleation with hemispherical edge growth at Pi = 3.7 mN.m(-1). Both surface storage (Gs') and loss (Gs") moduli obtained by ISR reveal three different non-Newtonian flow regimes that correlate with phase transitions in the Pi-A isotherms: (A) A viscous liquidlike "monolayer"; (B) a "biphasic regime"between a liquidlike viscous monolayer and a more rigid trilayer; and (C) an elastic solidlike "trilayer". These observations provide interesting insights into collapse mechanisms and structures in Langmuir films.